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1. Which of the following options uses the concept of abstraction?

     	      Objects

     	--->> Classes

     	      Methods

     	      Operators

2. Which of these options is not supported by .NET?

     	      FORTRAN

     	      COBOL

     	      C++

     	--->> Quick BASIC

3. In a Windows application, an area where you can add text boxes, labels, etc. is 
called __________________.

     	      worksheet

     	      spreadsheet

     	      workbok

     	--->> form

4. Which of the following options is a valid general form of a class definition?

     	--->> class Classname {}

     	      Class classname {}

     	      class classname ();

     	      class classname

5. All of these are static properties EXCEPT_______________.

     	--->> PROCESS
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     	      READ only

     	      WRITE only

     	      READ/WRITE

6. How many digits can a double variable hold at maximum?

     	      7

     	      8

     	--->> 16

     	      32

7. Which keyword tells us that a method should be accessible without creating an 
instance of the class?

     	      public

     	      private

     	--->> static

     	      using

8. Comments are incorporated in C# by adding _______ at the start of the line.

     	      **

     	--->> //

     	      #

     	      @

9. Which operator is used to access both instance variables and methods?

     	      Unary operator

     	--->> Dot operator

     	      comma operator

     	      binary operator

10. Which of these keywords imports a namespace ?
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     	      class

     	      public

     	--->> using

     	      private
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